LAPLACE

Paula Drive, 162, sale by Nancy G. Tweedy, Barbara G. Avril, Manuel Galland, Lucinda G. DeVooght, Malinda G. Behrens, to Araceli Lorenzo-Defelipe and Reynaldo Felipe Mejia, $27,000.00.

Sunny Side Drive, 9996, sale by Sharon Hall to Lakita Preston, $147,000.00.

Ory Drive, 504, sale by Landcraft, L.L.C. to Zannah J. Craddox and Joshua J. Grow, $181,712.00.

Ory Drive, 503, sale by Landcraft, L.L.C. to Celeste Tumblin Mitchell, $173,750.00.

Orange Loop, 427, sale by Richard Hardy, Jr. to Chad B. Yates, $109,250.00.

Belle Terre Blvd. 347, sale by HBCU Alliance Partners, Inc. to Lynn Thuy Nguyen, $150,000.00.

Riverlands Drive, 109, sale by Caleb Todd Leger to Jacquelyn Fluence-Banks, $240,000.00.

Acadia Drive, 1913, sale by JoAnn Juneau Reech to Toni Maneau Cook, $143,000.00.

Cinclair Loop, 1817, Donation, by Leroy Blakes, (Donor), to Monique Blakes Paul, (Donee), Undisclosed Amount.

Oakmont Drive, 130, sale by Ryan J. Forsythe and Katie Tregre Forsythe to Kenneth Seals, $229,900.00.

Melrose Drive, 523, sale by Wanda Faye James to Ondreneka Washington, $127,000.00.

Kathy Drive, 174, Donation by Amber Elizabeth Tassin Meyer to Sharlee Tassin Meyer, Undisclosed Amount.
Lexington Drive, 2612, sale by Madhav Gundopant Jambotkar and Sheela Gad Jambotkar to Natalie Hargrove, $152,500.00.

Easst lakeview Drive, 161, Donation by Kenisha Williams Stemley (Donor) to Michael Stemley (Donee) estimated property value is $56,550.00.

Tiffany Drive, 2005, sale by Allison Veronica Michel to Kevin Smith and Annette Williams Booker, $139,000.00.

Natli Drive, 115, sale by William W. Ironside to Ciara M. Arvelo- Spulveda, wife of/ and Jose M. Lugo Casiano, $330,000.00.

Oak Moss Drive, 137, sale by Julie Pertuit Hartman and Tommy Randall Hogge, Jr. to Brittney M. Walker and Trevor J. Smith, $232,000.00.

Country Club Drive, 53, sale by Ashley P. Browning to Ryan Street and Jayne Street, $178,000.00.

Cambridge Drive, 1913, sale by Lacey Jvon Bailey to Rhonda Wilson Cammon, wife of/ and Keith A. Cammon, $160,000.00.

Indigo Parkway, 501, Unit #30, Donation by Dwayne Stemley to ML Production, LLC, Estimated property value, $100,000.00.

Cambridge Drive, 2213, sale by B and G Estates, LLC to JocQuelyn Rena Pierre, $145,000.00.

Oak Point Drive, 272, sale by Katrina Carter Byrd, wife of/ and Jacques A. Byrd to Luis Ortiz, $231,000.00.

Foxwood Lane, 517, sale by Andrea Dominique Moss to Erin N. Smith, $185,000.00.

Van Arpel Drive, 2212, sale by Kimberly R. Dyer to Dashaun E. Johnson, $155,000.00.

Tiffany Drive, 1805, Donation by Pamela Anne Marse, wife of/ and Robert Michael Kirkwood (Donors) to Ethan Michael Kirkwood (Donee) Undisclosed Amount.
Woodland Drive, 241, sale by Louis J. Lanza, III, Lanco Construction, Inc., to Louis Lanza, Lancoland, LLC, $950,000.00.

RESERVE

227 NW 4th Street, sale by Jules Peter Millet, III to Nedra Joseph Snowden, $210,000.00.

Central Ave, 327, Donation by Sidney Joseph Dufresne and Patrick J. Dufresne (Donors) to Sidney Joseph Dufresne and Terry J. Dufesne (Donee) Undisclosed Amount.

GARYVILLE

Being a portion of Lot No. 6 of a subdivision of Hope Plantation, begin at the center line of State Highway No. 1121 at its intersection with the North line of Jefferson Highway, sale by Garyville Properties, Inc. to Addy N. Reine, wife of/ and James D. Johnson, $46,325.00.

Lot One (1) Block “A” Frank Roccaforte Sub., Section II, T 11 S, R 6 E, being portion of Tract No. 5, sale by Miriam Edwards Bourgeois, wife of/ and Price Bourgeois, $25,000.00.

VACHERIE

Rue St. Martin, 103, sale by Terry P. Cambre and Jeffrey A. Cambre to Gerald J. Borne, Jr., $20,000.00.

ST. JOHN

Lot No. 6, Hope Plantation, sale by Barbara Jean Millet Millet, Carol Ann Millet Vicknair, As Trustee, David Wesley Millet, Randall Paul Vicknair, Jean O. Millet, Alison Millet Arial, Susan Millet Gomila, Jane Millet Roussel and Byron James Millet to Addy N. Reine, wife of/ and James D. Johnson, $453,675.00.
On the left bank of the Mississippi River, ¼ arpent front @ 766 West 5th Street in depth to the Kansas City Southern Railroad, Lot 14, Donation by Wayne P. Jacob, Ronald J. Jacob and Donald J. Jacob to Ferrol Keating, Undisclosed Amount.

On the left descending bank of the Mississippi River, bounded on the front or South by the Mississippi River, Upper or West by property belonging to Pierre A. Cassagne, rear of North by property belonging to Charles J. Michel, lower or East by property belonging to Adien Vignes, sale by Albert J. Duhe to Capital Marine Supply, LLC, $960.00.

On the left descending bank of the Mississippi River, bounded on the front or South by the Mississippi River, Upper or West by property belonging to Pierre A. Cassagne, rear or North by property belonging to Charles J. Michel, lower or East by property belonging to Adien Vignes, sale by Mark Allen Duhe to Capital Marine Supply, LLC, $960.00.

Lot Fifty-One (51) situated in T-13-S, R-18-E, property of Lakeshore Estates, Inc., Donation by Curtis James Cambre (Donor) to Terry Paul Cambre (Donee) Undisclosed Amount.

Lot 329, Sq. 16, Riverland Heights, Unit No. 3 Sub, sale by Jorge Alberto Pineda, Sr. to Joshua Anthony Jackson, $185,000.00.